Welcome to the 19th Annual

Moviate Underground Film Festival
at ARTSFEST
May 26th-28th, 2017
Schedule of Events
The 19th annual Moviate Underground Film Festival at the Harrisburg Artsfest continues in the independent spirit of underground filmmaking with special in-person filmmaker
events, and great artistic filmmaking from around the world. This is our fifth year showing
our daytime programming in the wonderful Civic Club building along the Susquehanna
River. We continue our tradition of our evening screenings at the great Midtown Cinema.
To kick off the festival, on friday night, we welcome Crispin Hellion Glover, who will
present two nights of his performances and films. He will present The Crispin Hellion
Glover's Big Slide Show (in two parts) and his films "It is fine! EVERYTHING IS FINE"
and "What is it?" Both shows start at 7PM at the Midtown Cinema and include a post
screening Q&A and book signing.
Many filmmakers will be in attendance throughout the weekend including Su Friedrich with
her new documentary "I Cannot Tell You How I Feel", Drew Stone with "The New York
Hardcore Chronicles Film" and Jeff Krulik with "Led Zeppelin Played Here".
We also are excited to show more films on acetate! Films projected on Super-8 and
16mm (including a double 16mm projection) will be screened during the daytime schedule.
Having films shown on film is a different experience and we are thrilled to be able to show
more and more each year.
The Artsfest Film Festival has been able to keep many the film screenings free for 19
years with a grant and generous support from: Jump Street, The Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, and the Midtown Cinema. In addition to these donations, we also fund
this festival using donations received during the festival from patrons, selling t-shirts, and
festival entry fees.
The festival is operated by a core group of volunteers. Moviate core members include:
Tara Chickey, James Hollenbaugh, Josh Drake, Jeremy Moss, Michael Robinson, and
Caleb Smith.
Special thanks to all the volunteers who dedicate time and passion to the
Moviate Underground Film Festival at Artsfest and to the staff of the Midtown Cinema,
Civic Club of Harrisburg and Jump Street.
www.moviate.org

For most recent listings, picutres, and festival news:
www.facebook.com/moviateharrisburg www.twitter.com/moviate
www.instagram.com/moviate_harrisburg

7:00

[Midtown Cinema]

presenting

Fri May 26
7:00 PM

CRISPIN HELLION GLOVER
in-person

CRISPIN HELLION GLOVER'S BIG SLIDE SHOW Part 2 and screening of "It Is Fine!
EVERYTHING IS FINE", Q&A, BOOK SIGNING

Crispin Hellion Glover joins us, in-person, to present

"Crispin Hellion Glover's Big Slide Show Part 2"

- a one-hour dramatic narration of eight different profusely illustrated
books; the images from the books are projected behind Mr. Glover during
his performance. Followed by a screening of "It Is Fine! EVERYTHING
IS FINE" the second film in the "It" trilogy, a clip of his upcoming film and
a Q&A and book signing Running Time: 74 minutes, USA, color, Year of
Completion: 2007

"It is fine! EVERYTHING IS FINE"
Synopsis: It Is Fine! EVERYTHING IS FINE goes into uncharted
cinematic territory with screenwriter Steven C. Stewart starring in this
semi-autobiographical, psycho-sexual, tale about a man with severe
cerebral palsy and a fetish for girls with long hair. Part horror film, part
exploitation picture and part documentary of a man who cannot express
his sexuality in the way he desires, (due to his physical condition), this
fantastical and often humorous tale is told completely from Stewart’s
actual point of view – that of someone who has lived for years watching
people do things he will never be able to do. Here, Stewart’s character is
something of a lady killer, seducing a troubled, recently divorced mother
(Margit Carstensen), her teenage daughter and any number of other
ladies he encounters along the way. According to Crispin Glover, Stewart
"wanted to show that handicapped people are human, sexual and can
be horrible. He also states that “It is Fine! EVERYTHING IS FINE" will
probably be the best film he has anything to do with in his entire career. Crispin Glover and his co-director David Brothers wanted to bring
Stewart’s story to the screen.

Fri

FRIDAY

FORWARD to movie by Steven C. Stewart (With original spelling):
This movie is not really about sex or even a cereal killer. No. This movie
tends to look deep inside the heart and mind of a severally handicapped
young man. (A handicap starts out from birth. A disability happens later on
in life). A very intelligent and ambitious 34-Year-old man who had to fight for
everything all of his life. After finding the woman of his dreams, a woman
he could really love, then to have that woman reject him was more than he
could stand. It was enough too drive him over the edge.
This movie is to show that these people can have feelings too.
Feelings of good and ill. And when circumstances become more than they
can take they too can go over the edge.

AFTERWARD to movie by Steven C. Stewart (With original spelling):
Thank you for coming and watching this movie. By doing so you as my
audience helped me accomplish what I have wanted to do, show that a
person which a severe handicap and disabilities have feeling to and sometimes can go over the edge.
In 1937 when I was born people like this were kept in a back room, or
placed in an institution and forgotten. If this movie had been shown at that
time it would be sacrilegious. It was felt that these poor misfortunate people
were sweet things without thoughts or feelings and could do no wrong.
It wasn’t until twenty- five years ago that they started being accepted as
human beings.
I have never killed anyone and never intend too. However, I have taken
many intendances from my own life and built the story around them.
Thank you for being a participant.
Sincerely,
Steven C. Stewart
Crispin Glover will do a Q&A session after the film. After the Q&A, Crispin
will be signing books and talking with fans in the lobby. Books and posters
are available to purchase at the Midtown Cinema.

Cont.

FRIDAY

Bruce Glover in “It is Fine! EVERYTHING IS FINE"
by Crispin Hellion Glover

11:45

Sat May 27

Saturday, May 27th 11:45 AM
“Provincial Journeys”

Hotel by Damon Mohl, USA – 7 Minutes, Digital
-A brief meditation on disappointment.

AM

Civic Club of Harrisburg 612 N Front St

What Comes From a Swamp by Tyler Macri, USA – 17 Minutes, 16mm
-A young man struggles to care for the strange being he has kept hidden in his
crawlspace since childhood.
Restricted Vision by Jonny Cola & Jez Leather, UK - 15 Minutes, Digital
-Blackly comic, with an atmosphere hanging between psychological thriller and
stylized confessional, Restricted Vision is the story of two men deep in the Welsh
hills on an increasingly surreal journey of their own making
From the Dizziness of Freedom: The Philosophy Vessel by Melissa Ferrari,
USA - 7 minutes, Digital Animation
-By tracing their contexts and concepts across cultures, we can view mazes
and labyrinths as philosophical architecture that embodies the history of human
meaning and metaphysical thought. This film is a visualization of the strategies
that people incorporate to find meaning in their lives inspired by the mythology and
functions of mazes and labyrinths throughout history.

Saturday, May 27th 12:40 PM
“Spatial Surveys”

12:40
PM

From Brooklyn Ave to South Broadway by Brenda Contreras, USA
– 7 Minutes, Mixed Media (16mm, Super8, 4K Drone)
-The title is a reference to the street that I was born on (Brooklyn Ave which was
renamed to Cesar E. Chavez Ave in 1994) and the street I now live on. Hence, the
content is a journey from these two points. In the same vein of the traditional Mexican folklore I grew up listening to, here I explore the themes of hopes and fears
with stories of Death, the Devil, and baby mommas.
The Baths by Anouska Samms & Sofia Pancucci-McQueen, UK
– 13 Minutes, Digital
-Tucked away in the corner of an industrial estate in the East End of London is
a steam baths where men meet to wash, eat and chat. Visited daily by culturally
diverse groups, it’s where bathing rituals intertwine and collective memories are
forged. As the film unfolds, the transcultural nature of the baths is revealed – while
each group of bathers may at first sight appear separate from one another, it
becomes clear that in sharing the same space they are also sharing wider cultural
histories.

Sat

Civic Club

12:40

Sat May 27

Methane Ghosts by William Randall, USA
– 9 Minutes, Digital
-Landscape falls into an ecological fever dream as past and future go up in
smoke.

Shape of a Surface by Nazli Dincel, Turkey – 9 Minutes, 16mm
-The ground holds accounts of once pagan, then Christian and now Muslim
ruins of the city built for Aphrodite. As she takes revenge on Narcissus, mirrors
reveal what is seen and surfaces, limbs dismantle and marble turns flesh.
CPS Closings & Delays by Kristin Reeves, USA – 6 Minutes, 16mm/Digital
-The Chicago Board of Education made history on May 22, 2013 by approving a plan to close 49 elementary schools and one high school, the largest public
school closing to date in the United States. I documented all 50 schools on a 100’
roll of 16mm film July 28 - 30, 2014. Some of the schools had already closed,
while other closings had been delayed.
What is it Really? by Ronni Thomas, Germany/USA – 5 Minutes, Digital
-This short film focuses on Vlad Korneev who, in Berlin, Germany, owns and
operates the Design Panoptikum Surreal Museum of Industrial Objects. It is one
of the city's strangest attractions. Here he tries to explain the philosophy behind
the museum and its unique layout.

PM

1:35

Saturday, May 27th 1:35 PM – “Annals of Vitality”
Nowadays by Taryn Ward, USA – 2 Minutes, Super 8
-A glimpse into Upstate NY skateboard culture and some of its participants.
Deux Champs (Two Fields) by Kevin Obsatz, USA – 8 Minutes, 16mm
-A young photographer in Greenwich Village created a double-exposed portrait
of Marcel Duchamp by mistake in 1953. 55 years later that photo appeared in the
pages of Smithsonian Magazine, and was featured at a Duchamp retrospective in
Washington DC. This short documentary is a reflection on the distant memory of
that day in 1953, and everything that has happened since.

Cont.

Sat

Cont.

Cont.

1:35
612 n. Front St.

Sat

Sat May 27

Civic Club of Harrisburg

"Deux Champs (Two Fields)" by Kevin Obsatz
All The Leaves Are Brown by Daniel Robin, USA – 11 Minutes, Super 8
-A short film about memory, loss, family, and a sugar maple tree.
TWO by Christopher & Harley Spencer-Lowe, Canada – 13 Minutes, Super 8
-TWO is a cinematic rendering of memory itself, shot entirely on Super 8 film.
Co-created by its subject Harley from age two to four, it is also a document of the
filmmakers' 2 years at home together and an exploration of the line between ‘art’ film
and ‘home’ movies, documentation and expression, contrivance and authenticity.
Lingua Absentia by Kate Raney & Jeremy Bessoff, USA
– 10 Minutes, Digital Animation
-Lingua Absentia is a paper cut-out animation, about a mother and her
schizophrenic daughter, Abby. Guided by the mother’s voice-over narration, the film
takes the viewer through Abby's severe cancer treatment and her long process to
recovery.

Sat

Cont.

Sat

Cont.

1:35

Sat May 27

38 River Road by Josh Weissbach, USA – 7 Minutes, 16mm/Super 8
-The voice of a figureless character is heard. The figure of a voiceless character
is seen. A sequence of estranged voicemails are framed by unidentified events.
Fear resides in the gesture of a telling.
Answer Print by Mónica Savirón, Spain – 5 Minutes, 16mm
-Answer Print is made with deteriorated 16mm color stock, and it is meant to
disappear over time. Neither hue nor sound has been manipulated in its analog reassembling. The soundtrack combines audio generated by silent double
perforated celluloid, the optical tracks from sound films, and the tones produced
by each of the filmmaker’s cuts when read by the projector. The shots are based
on a 26-frame length: the distance in 16mm films with optical tracks between an
image and its sound.

2:45

pm

Saturday, May 27th 2:45 PM
“Soundings of Celluloid”

Emulsion Entr’acte; intermission by Karissa Hahn, USA
– 4 Minutes, youtube > super 8 > 16mm > optical printer
-The Ohio State University performs their 'Hollywood Blockbuster' halftime
show. an investigation of synchronization….all under its own ‘orchestration’ in
form. ….with this process there are many chances for their march to ‘fall out of
line’ as the film strips dance together, overlap, become separated and ultimately
create their own intermission....
Soar by Taryn Ward, USA – 2 Minutes, Digital
-By following every airborne golf ball at the 2015 Honda Classic Golf Open, this
piece explores the tournament's changing atmosphere and landscape.
Everything Turns... by Aaron Zeghers, Canada – 12 Minutes, Super 8
-As the days turn to night and the seasons pass, the camera pens a year-long
almanac of space, movement and the passing of time. Using open exposure
photography, light painting, light table animation, paper animation, hand drawn
animation and more, we discover that everything turns, everything revolves and
everything feels the deep score of time. The audio was generated by modeling
three-dimensional objects in a virtual space and rotating each object about its
centre of mass. The coordinates of each vertex are used as control parameters
for a group of sine waves, each associated with a different harmonic partial of
24Hz

Sat

2:45pm

Cont.

Sat

Harbour City by Simon Liu, Hong Kong
– 14 Minutes, 16mm Double-projection, Silent.
-A view through cracks between fish markets and high-rise buildings; urban
imagery of Hong Kong and the indulgence of domestic life. Massage parlors, dim
sum parlors, nail parlors —its Parlor City, baby! Views thicken; detail lost over generations. A dream of turning two images into one, a density of information reserved
for the modern cloud. Hand Processed & Printed at Negativland Motion Picture
Film Lab /// Music by Warren Ng & Ben Hozie //// Shot in Hong Kong & Stoke-OnTrent
Membrana Mortis (Dead Film) by Kyle Whitehead, Canada – 5 Minutes,
Super 8, Silent.
-Membrana Mortis is a meta-film, a chaotic assemblage of re-photographed
and chemically manipulated image fragments culled from a damaged roll of film
that was nearly un-projectable. The films title suggests a two-fold intention - here
process and existence pre-suppose one another, at once an elegy to a dead film
and observance of new genesis.
Katagami by Michael Lyons, Japan – 3 Minutes, Super 8, Silent.
-Stop-motion animation made by photographing and rephotographing antique
kimono resist-dyeing stencils in positive and negative. Spatial shifts and variations
in the repeating pattern elements generate apparent motion. Photographed in
Super 8 and hand-developed using matcha (powdered green tea).
Passenger Fantasy by Neil Needleman, USA
– 7 Minutes, Digital/Repurposed, Silent.
-If there’s one shot in Antonioni’s "The Passenger" that people remember long
after watching the movie, it’s the remarkable, slow-moving, 6-minute trackingcreeping-panning shot near the end of the film. That shot forms the kernel of
this “fantasy.” Look in the center of the screen and you’ll see it. But in my revisioning of the shot, I’ve expanded the outer part of the frame and layered it in a
geometrical pattern, increasing in size toward the edge of the frame, thus creating a surreal exaggeration of the motion captured in (and created by) Antonioni’s
camera. (Gosh, that’s a long sentence.)
Richard Prince Gets All the Girls by Andrew Filippone Jr, USA
– 6 Minutes – Digital/Repurposed
-It sucks being a Greaser. Sure, you’ll never get girls like Cherry Valance, but
biker girls are Greaser girls and professional artist Richard Prince (who’s a Soc,
no doubt) has no business getting involved with them. But he does because in this
world Socs take what they want and guys like Dallas, Johnny, and Ponyboy get
left behind. That’s just the way things work. Next time, be born a Soc. Francis Ford
Coppola’s "The Outsiders" meets Richard Prince’s "Girlfriends" series. Music by
Marco Oppedisano.

Sat

May 27, 2017

"Katagami" by Michael Lyons

4:00

Saturday, May 27th 4:00 PM – “Syndicate”

Message from my Centenarian by Georg Koszulinski, USA
– 8 Minutes, Super 8/Found Footage
-In the year 2079, humans have developed the capacity to send transmissions into
the past. Unfortunately, the Earth is dying. Much of the Earth's surface—what little
of it remains—cannot sustain human life. However, my centenarian believes in an
alternative future based on the rewriting of our current time-moment.
The Love of Parasites by Marie Nicholson, USA – 3 Minutes, Animation
-Parasites need hosts, they must feel some sort of affection for the host; a host
that needs company embraces the harm, and returns the love. These feelings create
cycles of self-destruction.

Sat May 27

Civic Club of Harrisburg

4:00pm

con't.

612 n. Front St. Harrisburg.

N.00090007 by Vasilios Papaioannu, Greece/USA – 3 Minutes, Digital
-A violent detonation of colors peacefully settles into a liquid cosmos, blurring the
boundary between macro and micro. An unknown point of view captures nebulous
glints, rays of eternal beauty in rapid succession. Energy is performing. Form is reborn
through applied mathematical functions transforming the content into an alter ego of
itself. Digitization dies and becomes an impression.
The Sacred Mushroom Edition (For Kenneth Anger, by way of Kuchar)
by Ryan Betschart, USA – 4 Minutes, 16mm
-An ode to the 1978 version of Kenneth Anger's film Inauguration of the Pleasure
Dome (dubbed The Sacred Mushroom Edition) and it's peculiar use of Electric Light
Orchestra's album El Dorado over images of a ritual orgy between gods, The Sacred
Mushroom Edition (2016) finds two fallen angels arguing over ELO and their lead
singer Jeff Lynne's affiliated supergroup The Traveling Wilburys - and his connection to
the dark side.
News from the Sun by Brendan & Jeremy Smyth, USA
– 4 Minutes, 16mm in-camera edit
-An apocalyptic narrative unfolds through the words of "The Sun", a British tabloid
created by media mogul Rupert Murdoch. 4000 single frames were exposed and
accompanied with the pulsing rhythms of the sun collected by NASA, resembling the
Buddhist "Om", the sound of our universe. The Smyth Brothers were commissioned
to make this film by Ben Russell for Moogfest 2016 in Durham, NC as part of a 9-part
screening series entitled "Memories of the Space Age".
Syndicate by Ryan Wicks, USA – 60 Minutes, Digital
-A dystopian view of self-provoked conspiracies through the lens of late night
conspiracy radio (including the infamous Coast to Coast AM)

Sat

Saturday
midtown cinema
7:00 PM

CRISPIN HELLION GLOVER
in-person

Crispin Hellion Glover joins us, in-person, to present

"Crispin Hellion Glover's Big Slide Show Part 1"

Crispin Hellion Glover joins us in person to present "Crispin Hellion
Glover’s Big Slide Show Part 1,” a one-hour dramatic narration of eight
different profusely illustrated books; the images from the books are projected behind Mr. Glover during his performance.
Followed by a screening of "WHAT IS IT?", his 2005 directorial debut,
a clip of his upcoming film and a Q&A and book signing.

"WHAT IS IT?"

Featuring a cast largely comprised of actors with Down's Syndrome,
the film is not about Down's Syndrome. Glover describes it as "Being
the adventures of a young man whose principal interests are snails, salt,
a pipe and how to get home as tormented by an hubristic racist inner
psyche." In addition to writing and directing WHAT IS IT?, Glover also
appears in the film as an actor in the role of "Dueling Demi-God Auteur
and The young man's inner psyche." Actress Fairuza Balk voices one of
the snails.
Having collaborated on unfinished video projects with David
Brothers since the 1980’s, Glover started WHAT IS IT? as a short and
then determined that there was a feature film in it. After considerable
effort to produce the film entirely with his own money over nine years, he
premiered WHAT IS IT? at the 2005 Sundance Film Festival. Running
Time: 72 minutes, Year of Completion: 2005
Crispin Glover will do a Q&A session after the film. After the Q&A,
Crispin will be signing books and talking with fans in the lobby. Books
and posters are available to purchase at the Midtown Cinema.

pm

7:00

"What Is It?" Writer/Director Crispin Hellion Glover

"WHAT IS IT?" by Crispin Hellion Glover

midtown cinema

7:00

pm

Saturday

Sun May 28th

Civic Club of Harrisburg 612 n. front st.

am

Sunday 11:45
“Panoramic Meditations”

talamh by Josh Weissbach, Ireland/USA
– 7 Minutes, 16mm, Silent.
-As the ancient is replaced by the old, the landscape of the classics gives way
to a rock in the middle of the ocean.
The Toby Tatum Guide to Grottoes & Groves by Toby Tatum, UK
– 10 Minutes, Digital
The Toby Tatum Guide to Grottoes & Groves was filmed over several months
during repeated visits to the woodlands near the artist's Hastings home and represents his deepest engagement with nature and its hidden mysteries.
HearNW by Ben Popp, USA
– 10 Minutes, Super 16mm
-Shot on super 16mm, audio is created from images of the Pacific NW bleeding
onto the optical track. Structured into 4 separate segments, each part pushes the
meaning of an analog sound and image tied together in digital possibility.
Shadows of Summer by Jason Younkman, USA
– 12 Minutes, Newvicon VHS
-Remains of days that so easily slipped away.
way of the gods by Lorenzo Gattorna, USA/Hong Kong/Japan/Taiwan
– 10 Minutes, Super 8/35mm Stills
-"The mysterious stirs a reaction: an “ah!”. The “ah!” response to mystery is
more a dumbfounded recognition and appreciation of an inexplicable power or
presence. For Shinto, though, the point is to accept the awesome as part of the
world in which we live. To deny or try to eradicate the wondrous mystery is no
less than to run away from home." - S
 hinto: The Way Home, ThomasKasulis

am

11:45

Sun

12:45

PM

Sunday May 28

12:45pm
“State of Unease”

IDIOT KING by Steven Lapcevic, USA – 4 Minutes, Digital Animation
-A king and his followers.
Participate in My Relaxed State by Katya Yakubov, USA
– 20 Minutes, Digital
-A hybrid, docu-fiction film—this fractured narrative follows one woman's
coming to terms with the elusive mind-body split.
GUN, HAT, GIRL, SCREAM by Mary Billyou, USA – 12 Minutes, 16mm
-A compendium of narrative film using only its iconic elements: a gun, a hat,
low-key lighting, screams, and a sexy lady. GUN, HAT, GIRL… recalls film noir
and its surrounding fantasies of nostalgic return. Lighting is used to great effect
in the film to not only recall the film noir aesthetic, but also in conjunction with the
film’s other elements, to illustrate the Godard directive that in order to make a
film, “all you need is a girl and a gun.”
âh by S.Buse Yildirim, Turkey – 17 Minutes, Digital
-The film portrays the loss of sense of belonging to the earth, the milieu where
she is being. "Ah" does not tell a story, It brings up an abstract narration of a state
of being, in other words it depicts a kind of visual narration of a young woman’s
psychological state of mind that tell us about the trajectory of the vicious cycle of
her inner world.

1:45

Sunday, May 28th 1:45 PM
“Body Politick”
Girl Becomes Snow by Ryan & Tyler Betschart, USA – 7 Minutes, VHS
-A VHS rendition of what happens when we die - an investigation into death
induced dream ephemera or; a body (mind) dissolves into video signal memories.
Pavilion by Adam Sekuler & Shannon Stewart, USA – 3 Minutes, Super 8
-An imagined spectacle, rodeo iconography, the feminine body, the equine
body, dressage.

Civic Club of Harrisburg 612 n. front st.

SUN

1:45

PM
Cont.

Sun May 28

"Girl Becomes Snow"
by Ryan & Tyler Betschart

Broken Tongue by Mónica Savirón, Spain – 3 Minutes, 16mm
-Broken Tongue is an ode to the freedom of movement, association, and expression. It pays homage to the diaspora of the different waves of migration, and
challenges the way we represent our narratives. Mainly made with images from
the January 1st issues of “The New York Times” since its beginning in 1851 to
2013, Broken Tongue is a heartfelt tribute to avant-garde sound performer Tracie
Morris and to her poem “Afrika”.
I Am Learning to Abandon the World by A Moon, USA
– 10 Minutes, 16mm, Silent.
-This silent found-footage film cuts together eventless moments from a trove of
vintage 16mm films discovered at a salvage house. “I Am Learning…” shifts the
original films’ focus on the external, the visible, and the spectacular to the internal
psychological experience of the women, whom it reimagines as heroines, the
unrepresentable, and the possibility of imagining female subjectivity in a medium
whose formal conventions have been defined by heterosexual male desire.
Ruines du tempes (Ruins of Time) by Mathieu Peteul, France
– 9 Minutes, Super 16mm
-Elsa wakes up amid some underwood, in the depth of a valley. She buries a
dead fetus she holds in her hands in a bed of ivy and begins looking for her lost
innocence, trying to trace back her childhood.

1:45

Sun

Civic Club of Harrisburg
612 n. Front St. Harrisburg

1:45

Cont.

Sunday May 28th

Blue Movie by Michael Morris, USA – 7 Minutes, 16mm
-Blue Movie is an elegiac tribute to the late Juanita Slusher, a Dallas-based
exotic dancer well known in the 50s and 60s as "Candy Barr". Footage from
the stag-film Smart Alec, a film given to me by my grandfather, is used as the
majority of the source imagery set to a rendition of Autumn Leaves performed
by Dallas-based vocalist Lily Taylor. The song was noted by Candy Barr as her
favorite to dance to, while also noting that she viewed her dancing as a form of
creative expression.
Body Contours by Kristin Reeves, USA
– 6 Minutes, Found Film via Analogue Video
-Make movies in your mind, feel the soundtrack, and drift away from your body
for the win. Produced through a media art residency at Signal Culture using
real-time analog video processing tools.
pontchartrain by Adam Sekuler/Shannon Stewart/Angelle Hebert, USA
– 4 Minutes, 16mm
-Ghostly apparitions are seen walking the banks of the Bayou. Caught in a
cyclonic tidal force, these specters are seized by the chemical and physical
interaction between the emulsion, the body and the seawater.

Sunday, May 28th 3:00 PM
“I Cannot Tell You How I Feel”
East, West, and East Again by Kathleen Rugh, USA – 10 Minutes, 16mm
-On the edges of New York City and the outskirts of Los Angeles expansive
oceans reach the land. People flock to experience a piece of nature grander than
their cities. The film explores that boundary and at moments brings these two
disparate coasts together as one. Through in-camera edits and double exposures
slices of the film layer together these distant locales.
T is for Turnip by Kiera Faber, USA – 3 Minutes, 16mm/hand painted
-3,467 hand painted 16mm frames metaphorically explore three siblings’ collective childhood trauma. Repetitive and ritualistic acts provide structure amongst
perceived uncertainty while compartmentalization offers a false sense of security
and abets forgetting.

3:00pm

Sun

Sun

3:00pm
continued

Mirage by Atoosa Pour Hosseini, Iran/Ireland – 4 minutes, Super 8
-Mirage evokes a desert landscape but it is the cinematic image itself that is
the mirage. Working with the material textures of Super-8 film, two visual planes
are presented: the captured image and the surface of the film strip itself. The
relationship between these is as much one of conflict as mutual support.
I Cannot Tell You How I Feel by Su Friedrich, USA – 42 Minutes, Digital
-Su Friedrich has taken up the camera again in her ongoing quest to film the
battleground of family life. Her mother Lore--who played the lead in The Ties
That Bind (1984), a film about her experiences growing up in Germany during the
Second World War--plays the lead again, this time kicking and protesting against
being moved at the age of 94 from her home in Chicago to an “independent
living” facility in New York. Friedrich and her two siblings fill out the supporting
roles, cajoling, comforting, and freaking out.

4:15PM

Sunday, May 28th
Harrisburg-Based Filmmakers
Power by Dana Sink – 2 Minutes, Digital Animation
-An homage to the origins of cinema, in loops in pieces. A masterful take on
the "Illusion of Movement".
Death / Destruction / Some Other Terrible Fate by Jeremy Moss
– 9 minutes, Digital
-A spectacle of the disused and discontinued. They build in obsolescence.
They plague us with updates.
Sand Hills by Amanda Berg – 4 minutes, video, 2016
-A short film that explores the material surface of digital reproduction and pays
tribute to a man who lived for the continuous novelty of every day.
Ferguson by Nate Smith – 4 Minutes, Digital

Made with found footage of the Ferguson, Missouri protests of 2014, this film provides a
unique perspective on the event by placing it in the realm of myth.

Sun

Sun

4:15
continued

"POWER"
by Dana Sink
Divided Highway by Zachary Reese & Dustin Stuppy – 10 Minutes, 16mm
-Set in a rural Pennsylvania coal-mining town, Divided Highway is a circuital
journey in which the inevitability of change is confronted through themes of abandonment and isolation.
Fogged by Caleb Smith – 17 Minutes, Digital
-When a man learns of a friend's death, he becomes obsessed with finding a
piece of his past.
Call Me Ray by James Hollenbaugh – 12 Minutes, Digital
-A playfully sympathetic portrait of a freethinking, 83-year-old retiree who has
turned his yard into a curious patchwork of strangely affective “outsider” artworks.
Creatures of Habit by Josh Drake – 2 Minutes, Super 8
-Technically, an in-camera double/triple exposure shot on the Carlisle Pike, at
Cabela’s Sporting Goods, and the Big Bass ProShop – the film is an expression
of my anxieties surrounding the Carlisle Pike and all global horrors represented
therein.
Swine Infection - Black Metal Forest Ham by Tom Richards
– 6 Minutes, Digital
-A bearded man performs a ceremonial mass to resurrect a body and it works,
but what happens to the bearded man was not what he was expecting.

Civic Club, Harrisburg

Sunday, May 28th 7:00 PM

Led Zeppelin
Played Here
DIRECTOR JEFF KRULIK
IN-PERSON

Filmmaker JEFF KRULIK ("Heavy Metal
Parking Lot") presents his documentary "LED
ZEPPELIN PLAYED HERE", Jeff will introduce the
film and stick around for a post-screening Q&A.
"1969. Man lands on the moon. Half a million
strong at Woodstock. Sesame Street makes its
debut…. and Led Zeppelin perform in the gym of
the Wheaton Youth Center in front of 50 confused
teenagers. Or did they? Filmmaker Jeff Krulik offers a screening of his take on an enduring local
legend, on the very night this concert was alleged to
have taken place, January 20, 1969, during the first
Presidential Inauguration of Richard Nixon.

midtown cinema
250 Reily St. Harrisburg

7:00

pm

Sunday

9:00

pm

Sunday

midtown cinema
250 Reily St. Harrisburg

The
New York Hardcore
Chronicles Film
with DIRECTOR DREW STONE IN-PERSON!

Documentary/Music Video Director and Musician
Drew Stone ("'xxx All Ages xxx' The Boston Hardcore Film", "Who The Fuck Is That Guy? The Journey Of Michael Alago") will close out the 19th Annual Underground Film Festival with the PA Premiere
of his newest film "THE NEW YORK HARDCORE
CHRONICLES FILM"! This film documents the
birth, evolution and culture of New York hardcore.
Drew, who plays in the seminal NYC Hardcore
band, Antidote, is the perfect person to pull this film
together with incredible interviews and live footage,
showing the power and impact of the NYC Hardcore
Music scene.
STICK AROUND FOR A Q&A with DREW STONE and to
see him PLAY LIVE with
"DREW AND THE DAD BRAINS" who will play a short
set of classic hardcore tunes in the cinema lobby!

[Our Sponsors & Supporters]

Special thanks to all our volunteers.

www.moviate.org www.vimeo.com/moviate
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